GSA
POV OF HAVING POLICE IN SCHOOL
Having police in school makes the kids sad and
blue;
The kids of color don't feel safe as school police
wave guns in their face;
School is supposed to be...safe and fun.. but how
can it be when you know there are guns;
Police serve and police protect...but sometimes they
pose a threat;
the Government states it's all fine and focuses on
their selfish crimes;
Schools have enough problems..with little diversity
and bullying problems;
Kids will fight and kids will scream and some other
cause a scene..but this is no excuse to wave a gun
and shoot shoot shoot;

While race is important, bad cops ruin it, good cops
support..draw a fine line to where it supports;
….but somewhere along the street..police throw
flash bombs and tear gas onto the streets;
People cry and people scream as police strike fear
into everyone they meet;
It's hard to tell whether they are kind or bad...there
is no difference if they share a head;
They say police are important but colored people are
afraid...they think that if they call the police they will
get pepper sprayed;
We can't wear hoods and we can't joke around
otherwise we will be tackled and chased down;
People fight for us and it starts with the
schools….teaching kids how to be good...how to
support black business and to treat us right and
police in schools break the light;
There once were many men and women who fought
for us and were treated like a crime;

MLK and Rosa Parks are a part of that time...in this
year something seems different...the way people
look and the way they listen;
Storming the capital and causing upriot police stare
and watch while BLM protesters get sprayed down;
We have to be carefull...can't walk down the
street..otherwise we'll get shot down by police;
It's a growing problem and it seems to be getting
worse...children were fine but now they are hurt;
Police need to be removed from schools...before
they make the blood spill pool;
Bloodshed is common and bloodshed is black...if
we stare at the sun the world turns black;
Nowhere is safe...not even home...they shoot
through the walls and make it a death zone;
Briana was scared and she was brave...just like
George Floyd who died one day;

Kids are wild and kids are bad, some are hyper and
others are sad;
‘They say kids are important but others are more
important than others’ is the idea, white versus black
should not be here;
America is great and America is proud but we have
our problems because we are too proud;
Police free schools would be fine but it doesn't stop
the growing crime of time that we must face with
adults after adults as kids It's an upsetting thought;
When I look at a Police in a school..all I can think is
when will they move...how to react..and just be
cool..is that bad...is that okay..the answer is easy...it
is not okay;
Education is important as you should know...kids
should be safe and not red in the snow;
Spread the word and tell your friends a revolution is
coming...and we are the army who wins in the end. Jay Foster
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